THE ART OF LED LIGHTING
AU RORA DIM MI NG

THE STORY OF

QALEDO-DESIGN
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FROM RAW MATE RIALS,

WE CREATE PURE LIGHT

We design our light bulbs thinking
about
the
warm
and
lovely
atmosphere that could be created.
We attach great importance to the
selection of high-quality materials
crafted from their raw state.

The highest delicacy is for us essential
to create bulbs diffusing an intense
light, unique and warm.
It is why every single gesture is
executed with the greatest finesse.
A rigorous monitoring and a particular
attention is constantly being paid to
the manufacturing process.
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THE AURORA DIMMING
Our AURORA "dim-to-warm" LED bulbs
are inspired by the first rays of the
sunlight.
Our technology mimics every single
light moment from sunrise to sunset in a
magical way.
By simply dimming the lamp, you will
change its color from warm white to an
even warmer white, hence creating
multiple light atmospheres with one
lamp.
The lamp also forms a halo that reflects
on the glass and creates a peaceful
feeling.
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COLLECTIONS
CLASSIC
MAGNA
ÆDEL
VINTAGE
PLATINA
OPAL
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CLASSIC
COLLECTION

Back to its origin, the light bulb was pure and simple. These
characteristics are the essence of the CLASSIC collection.
There is something mysterious, magical, alchemical when a
glossy glass is born from a mixture of minerals. The sand is part of
these minerals and inspired the CLASSIC collection.
Using our latest dimmable LED technology, we reshaped the light
bulbs of the past, combining shapes, sizes and light intensity to
offer you simple and pure light.

ENTAL

SPERO

ENKEL

IGNIS

ALVA
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ENTAL
Designed to fit into tiny places, the ENTAL diffuses
a warm and cozy light.
Perfect match with: table lamp or ceiling lamp

4W

440 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

45 x 73 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

SPERO
With an eye-catching filament structure, this
captivating SPERO bulb diffuses the warmest light
ever created.
Perfect match with: wooden wall lamp

4W

440 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

95 x 135 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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ENKEL
Like its Danish origin, the ENKEL is designed to be
simple and pure.
Perfect match with: ambient lamp

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

60 x 102 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

IGNIS
IGNIS represents the best combination between
the classicism of the Edison bulb and the
modernity of the unique flexible filament shape.
Perfect match with: table lamp or pendant lamp

4W

440 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

64 x 139 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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ALVA
The ALVA combines the tradition of the rounded
shape bulb with the innovation of the vertical
AURORA dim-to-warm filaments.
Perfect match with: wall lamp
µ

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

125 x 175 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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MAGNA
COLLECTION

MAGNA means huge in Latin. The collection is deemed to inspire
people to accomplish great things as Carolus Magnus did when
he became the first emperor of the Holy Roman Empire. As the
lamps, he forced respect and inspired people with his presence
and his powerful energy.
During this era, a precious material was often used: marble. The
origin of this word means "resplendent stone". It represents the
key element that inspired this collection composed of impressive
light bulbs, self-sufficient by their magnificent sizes.

IMPERO I

IMPERO II

LUMINA I

LUMINA II

HOLY
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IMPERO I
With its impressive size, IMPERO I magnifies your
interior with a sense of ultimate beauty.
Perfect match with: ambient lamp and combined
with MAGNA bulbs from different sizes.

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

165 x 260 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

IMPERO II
Endowed with a bigger size, the IMPERO II
provides beauty and suggests a feeling of
greatness.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp and
combined with MAGNA bulbs from different sizes.

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

180 x 300 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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LUMINA I
Curved filaments built into hand-made blownglass, the LUMINA I impress by its size and
modernity.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp and combined
with MAGNA bulbs from different sizes.

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

180 x 250 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

LUMINA II
LUMINA II turns your interior into a majestic place.
Its huge size diffuses a harmonious and intense
light.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp and combined
with MAGNA bulbs from different sizes.

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

300 x 340 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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HOLY
Crafted to inspire faith, the HOLY bulb creates the
perfect harmony between light and meditation.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp and
combined with MAGNA bulbs from different sizes.

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

180 x 340 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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ÆDEL
COLLECTION

ÆDEL means noble in Danish. From this pure word, a whole
collection was created, the ÆDEL collection.
For every single bulb designed, the inspiration came from the
rock crystal in itself. In its raw state, this transparent white
appearance stone represents purity and serenity, which makes it
so beautiful.
The collection aims at combining elegant LED filaments with
unique designs in order to magnify Nordic-like interiors.

PI LA

FELI X

STELLA

ASTRA

I RI GO I

IRIGO II
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PILA
Inspired by its Latin root, the PILA is a small column
of light diffusing a harmonious light.
Perfect match with: table lamp

2W

220 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

45 x 120 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

FELIX
The FELIX shape is one of the most traditional
yet timeless bulb shapes that provides a sense
of comfort to everyone who sees it.
Perfect match with: chandelier

2W

220 lm

2000 – 2700K

E14 base

230 V

35 x 97 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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STELLA
The filaments shaped in the STELLA aim at
exploring every single light possibilities of the
dimmable bulb.
Perfect match with: copper table lamp

4W

440 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

70 x 120 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

ASTRA
With its rounded and channelled shape, the
ASTRA refracts light in many forms creating an
uncommon atmosphere.
Perfect match with: wooden table lamp

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

125 x 175 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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IRIGO I
With its unique slender shape, the IRIGO I is
designed to surprise you, creating a pleasant
atmosphere wherever it is placed.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp

3W

330 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

30 x 180 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent

IRIGO II
Long and graphic, this graceful IRIGO II depicts
singularity through its vertical design.
Perfect match with: pendant lamp

5W

550 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

30 x 290 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Transparent
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VINTAGE
COLLECTION

Coming back to the days of our grand-parents, the VINTAGE
collection is designed to bring back those good old times.
Through this collection, the design work consists of integrating
state-of-the-art dimmable filament LED technology and
recreating feelings and atmosphere of the past. Each light bulb
has its own story and can be paired either with a table lamp, a
pendant lamp or can even be used in chandeliers.
What makes the beauty of this collection is the covered gold
colour which renders the light bulb more vintage.

CALI I

CALI II

EZI O

NOCTI S

DESENDO
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CALI I
With its rounded shape and its DNA-like filaments,
the CALI combines originality and modernity. Its
intensity when turned out will remember you the
atmosphere from the Colombian city of Cali.
Perfect match with: wall lamp

4W

400 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

95 x 135 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Gold

CALI II
The CALI II replicates perfectly the city of Cali
atmosphere in a slightly bigger way than its little
sister.
Perfect match with: wooden table lamp or
pendant lamp

5W

500 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

125 x 175 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Gold
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EZIO
Inspired by the famous opera Seria by Georges
Frederic Handel, the EZIO has been crafted to
make you dream and stimulate your imagination.
Perfect match with: table lamp or pendant lamp

4W

400 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

64 x 139 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Gold

NOCTIS
Combining an impressive filament structure with a
look-a-like diamond shape, the NOCTIS is
designed to create surprising lit space.
Perfect match with: table lamp

4W

400 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

95 x 137 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Gold
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DESENDO
With its atypical shape and its pyramid filament
assembly, DESENDO is designed to produce a
serene and smooth light.
Perfect match with: wall lamp

5W

500 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

120 x 306 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Gold
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PLATINA
COLLECTION

Inspired by platina, one of the rarest elements on Earth, the
collection aims at exploring the possibilities offered by nature.
By combining pure light with a platinum outlook, the bulb in itself
becomes a piece of art, even when the lamp is off.
All lamps in the PLATINA collection share two elements: the handcrafted metallic finishing projected on the inner part of the bulb
glass and our finest dimmable filaments empowered by the dimto-warm technology.

I RIS

LUCERNA

SENSI O I

SENSI O II

NORI
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IRIS
The most common bulb entirely revisited as an art
piece combining the platina-like finishing with the
filaments dim-to-warm revolution.
Perfect match with: ceiling or ambient lamp

4W

280 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

60 x 102 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Platinum

LUCERNA
The LUCERNA creates a warm atmosphere when
dimmed while ensuring pure vision when turned
on to its maximum.
Perfect match with: wooden table lamp

4W

280 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

64 x 139 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Platinum
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SENSIO I
The SENSIO I releases a relaxing and peaceful
light to balance your interior.
Best paired with: copper table lamp or pendant
lamp

4W

280 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

95 x 135 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Platinum

SENSIO II
The beauty of the SENSIO II bulb is magnified by
its outstanding spiral filaments diffusing a warm
and smooth light.
Perfect match with: wooden wall lamp

4W

280 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

125 x 175 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Platinum
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NORI
The NORI combines willowy LED filaments with an
ovaloid shape inspiring elegance.
Best paired with: pendant lamp

5W

350 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

100 x 220 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Platinum
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OPAL
COLLECTION

OPAL lamps have been around for long time, but the new dim to
warm technology makes them really magnificent.
Without hurting the eyes when you look at them, the bulbs from
the opal collection create a very beautiful atmosphere around
them with a perfectly adjustable color to match the mood of the
moment.
The new frosted surface of the opal bulbs makes them look like a
piece of art even when the light is off.

FI ONA

CALI GO I

CALI GO II
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FIONA
The wonderful chandeliers from the great
palaces were dreaming to have such a bulb for
centuries. This fine opal with frosted surface
combined with the beatifull halo of the FIONA
lamp is simply magic!
Perfect match with: chandelier

2W

202 lm

2000 – 2700K

E14 base

230 V

35 x 97 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Frosted

CALIGO I
The CALIGO I creates a warm atmosphere when
dimmed while ensuring pure vision when turned
on to its maximum.
Perfect match with: dark fixtures

5W

495 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

95 x 135 mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Opal
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CALIGO II
The CALIGO II provides the same warm
atmosphere as its little brother. It is suited for larger
fixtures in which the bulb takes a prominent
place.
Perfect match with: dark fixtures

5W

495 lm

2000 – 2700K

E27 base

230 V

125 x 175mm

AURORA Dimming

CRI 95

Opal
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ACCESSORIES
DIMMER EXTENSION CABLE
In many places people cannot take advantage
of the great atmosphere created by our Dim to
warm technology because the fixtures are not
dimmable. The Dimmer extension cable is the
easy solution to fix this problem. Just inserting it
between the wall plug and the lamp, it makes
suddenly available the whole magic of the dim
to warm filament bulb range.
230V AC

Cable: 1m

F Socket

50-60 Hz

IP20

C Plug

Max 100W

Min 0.25W

Color: Black
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OUR COMPANY

Founded by Belgian innovators and
located in Brussels, we design,
develop and manufacture elegant
and innovative LED lighting solutions.
Our aim is to provide high quality
and cutting-edge light bulbs that
create unique light atmospheres.
Our daily work is based on creating
a LED lighting that can be turned
into an outstanding piece of art.
Every single customer is unique and
must be considered in its own right.
It is why, at Qaledo-Design, we give
a great importance to scrupulously
respect
each
need
and
expectation.
Due to their high quality, our bulbs
can provide you with light for at least
30.000 hours, supported by a 3 year
warranty.
Working constantly in collaboration
with design experts, we are able to
manage specific requests and to
develop customized products.
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QALEDO DESIGN
Designed in Belgium
Info@Qaledo-design.com
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www.qaledo-design.com
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